INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TO ENSURE QUALITY, SAFETY AND SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL SPECTRUM OF INDUSTRIES
We conduct EHS audits, customised risk assessment (qualitative and quantitative) to our customers. The hazard identification is conducted by walk-through survey of the facility to identify and list out the potential hazards in the following basic hazard categories included but not limited to Penetration, Impact, Chemical, Harmful dust, Compression (roll-over), Heat/cold, Light (optical) radiation and biological hazard.

We independently and impartially perform inspection (Initial, periodic, Installation and exceptions) at every stage of your equipment, instruments, systems, process and procedures comply with regulation(s), code(s), requirement(s), manufacturer recommendation(s) and standard(s).

TRAINING:

We provide Health and Safety class room training courses. These courses are industry specific and ranges from foundation level through advanced courses to gain and continue your professional development. For several years, DARLSCO has developed health and safety programs for clients and conducted training that helps workers understand making safe choices benefits them and their employers.

We conduct examination and certify amusement ride operator included but not limited to Funfair Safety Officer, Funfair operation supervisor, Ride Operator, Ride/device attendant, Amusement equipment technician, Soft play area attendants, Skill games and arcade games attendants, Rescue and Evacuation Personnel to ensure quality and safety whilst operation of the ride for public use.

AUDITS AND SYSTEMS CERTIFICATION:

We conduct EHS audits, customised risk assessment (qualitative and quantitative) to our customers. The hazard identification is conducted by walk-through survey of the facility to identify and list out the potential hazards in the following basic hazard categories included but not limited to Penetration, Impact, Chemical, Harmful dust, Compression (roll-over), Heat/cold, Light (optical) radiation and biological hazard.

We customise water parks as per the customer requirement. The parameters considered are pool size, depth, Capacity and with scenic view. We install with high standard of safety with 1-2 days TAT. We deploy divers for periodic maintenance to facilitate smooth operation.

District Commissioning and Maintenance:

We provide Health and Safety class room training courses. These courses are industry specific and ranges from foundation level through advanced courses to gain and continue your professional development. For several years, DARLSCO has developed health and safety programs for clients and conducted training that helps workers understand making safe choices benefits them and their employers.

CORE VALUES

Dedicated service to customer(s) / client(s)
Driving solution to complex problem
Realistic in approach and methodologies
Leaders in trend setting
Systematic Approach and quality deliverables
Obedience with statutory authorities and clients
Oustreach to comply with QHSE requirements
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Sports, Leisure & Entertainment:

We provide inspection services and ensure safety to public of all walks of life. The importance of safety initiated from design stage of the amusement ride/device and during operational phase. The inspection and certification includes structural verification, NDT, PPE, electrical components and operator assessment. We cater to special client(s) requirement during installation and commission inspection especially water parks and comply to international standard(s) and local requirement(s).
Real Estate and Infrastructure:

We cater to client requirement during the concept design providing compliance studies included but not limited to Pre-feasibility studies and detailed project report. We inspect and certify the lifting equipment’s, accessories, scaffolding and ensure at most safety. Key services include due diligence, engineering services, property management and violation and process optimization.

www.darlsco.com
Manufacturing:

We carry out extensive quality verification for all types of manufacturing industry. The periodic inspection includes pressure equipment inspection, electrical system validation, lifting equipment’s and accessories compliance, conveyance line (gas and water) verification to meet standard requirement(s), batch testing and product verification. In addition, key services are failure analysis, system verification and safety training.
Consumer Products and Retail:

We serve by and large people of customers specially in retail industry. Our calibration team cater to calibration of food preservation chambers including transport vehicles to verify the requirement(s). Key services include EHS auditing, compliance solutions, product testing and certification.
“World move on wheels”. We inspect the automotive industry workshops, vehicle passing bay, washing jack, alignment machines, wheel balancing machines, spares and all other equipment that support the industry operation. The software are calibrated to ensure precise results.
We provide our services with respect to equipment inspection, Flue gas monitoring, training and studies to strengthen the operation. The 5S survey and implementation is a tool to have workplace management. We identify hazards and documents risk assessment to mitigate the risk of accidents.
We cater to the quality assurance and quality check in terms of verification of product verification, ensuring safety in pipeline, stacking, mobility, calibration of process chambers and storage facilities. Key services include design review, periodical and risk-based inspection, and process safety management.
We are specialised in providing specialist engineering consultancy dedicated to providing naval architecture, structural design and analysis services to the marine, offshore, installation engineering, renewable energy sectors.

Oil and Gas:
We provide our innovative solutions during the design, construction and operation phase of the project. We inspect the lifting equipment, accessories, hazardous storage, EHS compliance, environmental attributes monitoring and reporting.
We work with investors, promoters, operators, suppliers and authorities to ensure safety and reliability whilst increasing operational efficiency and global presence. The key services include engineering services, risk-based inspection, testing and inspection services.
SIGN OF TRUST:

DARLS CO is privileged and respected as an independent, confidential and impartial symbol of quality, safety and sustainability. DARLS CO services include but are not limited to third party endorsement, calibration and personnel certification as globally renowned organisation and its certification marks enable customers with greater market opportunities.

50,000
Equipment certificate(s)

15,000
Instrument certificate(s)

5,000
Personnel certificate(s)

Address and website:

Headquarter

DARLS CO INSPECTION SERVICES
P.O. Box 231941, Dubai - UAE
Tel - 04 263 3221 Fax - 04 263 3454
e-mail – info@darlsco.com | www.darlsco.com